
HOW TO PLAY

The fun and easy to play side bet that 
makes Blackjack even better!



How To Play
Played on a standard Blackjack layout and 
with up to three BJB betting spots per 
position, players have to place their side bet 
on any box that already contains a Blackjack 
wager. The side bet has to be placed before 
the commencement of each new hand. 

When the initial two cards have been dealt, 
the dealer will pay out any winning BJB bets 
before any further cards are dealt. The BJB 
bet must be within the limits of the minimum 
and maximum bet displayed on the table. It’s 
a simple as that!

For additional excitement, Blackjack’s Better 
can also be played alongside other Blackjack 
side bets such as Perfect Pairs. This can offer 
up to four types of bets on a progressive 
Blackjack table – the manual game, PP side 
bet, BJB side bet and the progressive side bet. 

Introducing Blackjack’s Better, the 
fun and easy to play variation of the 
standard Blackjack game, where the 
player can choose to place a side bet 
on the possibility of a Blackjack being 
dealt in the first two cards. 

Blackjack’s Better Winning Hands

Blackjack same suit
The first two cards dealt consisting of an ace 
and any other card that has the value of ten, 
i.e. ten, Jack, Queen or King (the Ace and the 
card having the value of ten must be of the 
same suit).

Blackjack same colour
The first two cards dealt consisting of an ace 
and any other card that has the value of ten, 
i.e. ten, Jack, Queen or King (the Ace and the 
card having the value of ten must be of the 
same colour).

Blackjack different colour
The first two cards dealt consisting of an ace 
and any other card that has the value of ten, 
i.e. ten, Jack, Queen or King (the Ace and 
the card having the value of ten must be a 
different colour).
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Blackjack’s Better Pay Table 

Hand / Combination Payout

Blackjack - same suit 40:1

Blackjack - same 
colour, different suit 15:1

Blackjack - different 
colours 10:1

6.21% House advantage based on a 6 Deck shoe 

For more details on this and other games visit: 
www.tcsjohnhuxley.com


